
BERKELEY HAAS PART TIME MBA ESSAYS

Berkeley part time MBA essays help us get to know you and understand what you will bring to our community. Here are
the essays for this year's application.

How have your past experiences prepared you to achieve these goals? Be sure to study the tips that the adcom
has offered on their instructions page. We encourage speaking up and listening, and courageously use our
power to address barriers and drive change for positive impact. If you have you ever been responsible for
providing significant and continuing financial or supervisory support for someone else, please indicate. Essay
1 Tips Required Essay 1: What makes you feel alive when you are doing it, and why? Given how much app
volumes have been up across most of the schools, this is a good thing! Want to stand out? Remember that
most Haas admissions readers will be plowing through some 2, application essays in a single cycle. This same
essay should generally serve you well for other schools this year, too, including Ross and Darden! Through
this essay we hope to learn about your professional journey to date and how an MBA will facilitate your
success â€” broadly defined â€” in the future. What are your short-term career goals 3 to 5 years? What are
your short term career goals 3 to 5 years? Please be careful about buying used hardcopy versions on the
Internet; they are ALL outdated. Tell us about your career plans. In your response, please specifically address
sub-questions a. Socioeconomic barriers, for example, can contribute to things that might be missing from an
application but, in context, convey bigger picture understanding. Three essays: Describe an experience that has
fundamentally changed the way you see the world. Career goals has always been one of the most important
parts of the Haas application, though certainly not the only one. What is something you would do better for
this company than any other employee? It has been updated with new information and tips below. What makes
me a valuable candidate? Maybe you are planning to have your own family within the next few years, and
once that happens, you will not have sufficient time in hand to combine part-time classes with a full-time job.
Here are the questions: What is the highest level of education completed by your parent s or guardian s? Apps
increased slightly too. How should I answer the essay questions? How will the Berkeley-Haas experience help
you along this journey? What is your most significant accomplishment? Describe how you have cultivated a
diverse and inclusive culture. Describe a significant accomplishment and why it makes you proud. The same is
true for either of the two alternates, as well. Even though the questions appear largely the same, you will still
want to get our Haas application guide for the current year â€” which, good news, is now available! In a very
limited response of , Haas expects you to be very clear, focused and to the point in your answer. The context
Haas offers in the set-up for this question is vitally important. For the last leg of this essay, you have to give
very specific reasons about why you want to pursue the program at this particular point in time. We do not
have a preference among the prompts and suggest that you select the one for which you can share a specific
experience, professional or personal. Keep the focus on YOU throughout. We applaud this question!


